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Average Weekly Earnings
Earnings surge with service sector gains

Average weekly earnings (AWE) in Alberta jumped in August after remaining 
in a narrow range over the first half of 2018. AWE increased 1.4% month-
over-month (m/m) to $1,168, just shy of the pre-recession peak. They were 
lifted by higher earnings in both the service (+1.6% m/m) and goods (+0.9% 
m/m) sectors. Service sector earnings reached a new high (Chart 1), propelled 

by the management of companies 
and finance and insurance, which 
rebounded from recent lows, and 
accompanied by a gain in information 
and culture. Meanwhile, the gain in 
goods sector earnings was solely 
driven by an increase in mining, oil 
and gas. Year-to-date (YTD), AWE 
has averaged $1,153, up 2.7% from 
the same period a year ago.

Job Vacancies
Vacancies on the rise

The number of job vacancies 
continues to increase in Alberta. 
There were 42,000 unfilled 
employment positions in the three-
month period ending in July, up 
1,500 from June. The number of 
unfilled jobs has been trending up 
since the beginning of this year and 
has reached the highest level since 
December 2014. With rising job 
openings and fewer unemployed, 
there were 3.9 unemployed Albertans 
for every vacant job, down from 4.7 
in January 2018.

Wholesale Trade
Sales activity takes a pause

Wholesale trade activity held 
relatively steady in August. The 
value of wholesale trade inched 
down 0.6% m/m (Chart 2), with the 
weakness concentrated in food and 
beverages. The dip was moderated 
by gains in farm and miscellaneous 
products. Compared to a year ago, 
sales remained up 6.6%.

New Housing Investment 
Single-family investment slows

Slowing construction of single-family 

Widespread gains in service sector lift AWE
Seasonally adjusted average weekly earnings (including overtime)

Source: Statistics Canada
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Chart 1: Widespread gains in service sector lift AWE
Seasonally adjusted average weekly earnings (including overtime) in Alberta

Source: Statistic Canada

Chart 2:  Wholesale trade up from a year ago
Seasonally adjusted value of wholesale trade in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada

Wholesale trade up from a year ago
Seasonally adjusted value of wholesale trade in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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Monetary Policy Report
Bank raises key interest rate

The Bank of Canada (BoC) raised its key policy rate for the third time this year, 
bringing it to the highest level since November 2008. The BoC increased the 
overnight rate by 25 basis points to 1.75% (Chart 4) as core inflation remained 
close to its 2.0% target and the Canadian economy continued to operate 
near capacity. With the conclusion of the USMCA negotiations, the drag on 
economic activity from trade-related uncertainties is expected to lessen; real 
GDP growth is projected at 2.1% for 2018 and 2019. However, ongoing trade 
tensions between China and the US along with global financial tightening 
poses risks to the outlook. The Bank indicated that further hikes will be 
warranted to return interest rates to a neutral range where the rate is neither 
inflationary nor deflationary.

units is weighing on new housing 
investment. Builders invested $751 
million into new housing in August, 
7.0% lower than a year ago. Single-
family construction declined year-
over-year for the third straight month 
following strong gains in 2017 and 
early 2018. Conversely, spending on 
multi-family units was up 8.4% y/y as 
gains in apartments overwhelmed a 
decline in semi-detached units.

International Travel
Fewer international visits

International visits to the province 
eased over the summer. The number 
of international visitors entering 
Canada through Alberta was down 
4.2% m/m in August. The decline 
was led by a drop in overseas visitors 
while US visitors continued to pull 
back after hitting a six-month high in 
June. Despite the dip, international 
visits via Alberta were steady over 
the first eight months of 2018 (+0.5% 
YTD), following strong gains last 
year, as more US visits offset fewer 
overseas.

Non-Residential Investment
Modest uptick in investment

Non-residential building investment 
edged up in the third quarter after 
hitting a five-year low. It rose 1.5% 
quarter-over-quarter to $2.4 billion, 
reflecting higher industrial spending 
(Chart 3). Industrial investment 
increased for a third straight quarter 
and reached the highest level in two 
years. Commercial spending shows 
signs of levelling off, posting the first 
increase in the last three years. These 
gains were moderated by a decrease 
in institutional investment. Despite 
the modest uptick, investment 
remains down by 7.3% YTD.

Source: Statistics Canada

Chart 3:  Industrial activity leads in the third quarter
Contributions to quarter-over-quarter growth in non-residential investment in Alberta (SA)

Industrial activity leads in the third quarter
Contributions to quarter‐over‐quarter growth in non‐residential investment in Alberta (SA)

Source: Statistics Canada
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Chart 4: BoC stays on monetary tightening course
Monthly Bank of Canada’s overnight money market financing rate

Source: Bank of Canada

BoC stays on monetary tightening course
Monthly Bank of Canada's overnight money market financing rate

Source: Bank of Canada
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Please see the Alberta Economy - Indicators at a 
Glance for current snapshot of Alberta indicators


